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Approximately 2 years ago, I started my training in clinical chemistry at Boston Children’s Hospital. A colleague at the
hospital once said something that will always stay with me: “let the data tell you.” With a steep learning curve ahead of
me and a finite number of hours in a day, I found myself getting up at 5:30 am to go to the gym to have the only hour
of sanity throughout my day. As an avid long distance runner, I use my FiBit HR to monitor my heart rate to obsessively
assess my progress. After the morning respite, I usually have challenging days on the mass spectrometer to look forward
to. Why wasn’t my compound of interest being detected? Did I accidentally swap the buffers? Then, in my few hours
of harried unconsciousness, I was being paged at obscene hours of the night about increased ammonia values. Things
I’m sure my fellow post-docs can empathize with all too well.

Fast forward to a couple of months ago, when I thought that I was finally getting into the rhythm; I found myself
frantically studying for the American Board of Clinical Chemistry exam and trying really hard to retain copious
amounts of information by reading and rereading Tietz. I even went a little Carrie Mathison and papered my bedroom
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Fig. 1. Heart rate in bpm across July and August.
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wall in multicolored post-its, each with its own little nugget of clinical chemistry knowledge. Others might have
thought that I was losing it, but they couldn’t see my grand plan. Undoubtedly, the closer we got to the test
day—doomsday, as I liked to call it—the more my anxiety started to rise. My resting heart rate, which normally ranges
from 59–62 beats per minute (bpm; Fig. 1), started to creep up and no number of downward dogs, resting eagles, or
deep breaths could keep my heart rate from rising. Doomsday, August 8th, rolled around and questions such as “Why
did I sign up for this career?” “Why didn’t I schedule to take it next year?” and “Darn, how do you calculate sensitivity
and specificity again?” were going through my head at the speed of light. On that day, my heart rate reached its peak at
73 bpm and it felt like my heart was punching me from the inside for the choices I’ve made.

Then I took the exam.
Thankfully, my heart rate slowly started to normalize and eventually returned to baseline during my camping trip

in the mountains of Denali National Forest Park in Alaska. Shortly after returning home, my heart rate increased again
due to unexpected life stressors, further demonstrating that data does not lie.

So, a note to my dear future self and budding clinical chemists: let the data tell you what you already know, exams
are stressful and vacations are relaxing and I have the data to prove it.
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